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Wolf Game
An Ethereum-based, play-to-earn 
(P2E) game launched entirely on 
the blockchain in Q4 2021 with 
new, innovative mechanics. The 
Full-feature game & blockchain 
economy is scheduled for 
release in Q1/Q2 2022.

Website: https://wolf.game/
Twitter: @wolfdotgame 
Discord: discord.gg/wolfgame

V1 Launch Date: Nov 18th, 2021
Full Launch: March/April 2022* 

* Current estimate based on research and analysis, official launch date has not been announced (TBD)

https://wolf.game/
https://twitter.com/wolfdotgame
https://discord.gg/wolfgame


Overview

On a little farm in the metaverse, something special was launched in November 
2021. Wolf Game is an innovative P2E game built entirely on-chain (Ethereum). 
Launched through a stealth mint, a strong community quickly grew after seeing the 
team deliver novel game mechanics that integrated game theory with risks & 
rewards. In the first 100 days since launch, the project has continued to evolve 
and keep the community engaged through multiple phases. The WG team has responded 
well to all the bumps in the road, and has continued to deliver innovative code 
and concepts each step of the way. The best part: we’re just getting started with 
Full Game on the horizon… Welcome to Wolf Game.
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Project Strengths

1
The Team Delivers: Shep and the WG 
development team have continued to write 
innovative code, create unique game 
mechanics and think of novel concepts to 
keep the community engaged through 
ups-and-downs.

2
Tight Community: The Wolf Game 
community is strong. It includes several big 
names in the NFT space, as well as builders 
and creators. The engagement and 
participation of the community is very 
unique.

3
Deflationary Tokenomics of WOOL: The 
Wolf Game team has a strong background 
in economics and has created the WOOL 
token to be deflationary. They’ve also 
aligned incentives by being paid in WOOL 
themselves.

4
Originality & Innovation: Wolf Game is a 
pioneer in the NFT world. They’ve showed 
the ability to think outside-the-box and 
pivot when needed. While other projects 
have copied parts of their concept, none 
have been able to keep up with how quickly 
WG moves.
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A Deeper Look Into the Barn

A brief history of Wolf Game, phases of 
the game and the NFT tokens that make 
up the on-chain economy
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Wolf Game Timeline

Nov 18th, 2021

Wolf Game v1 Launch

10,000 Gen 0 Wolves and Sheep were minted with ETH. Players 
could  stake their Wolves and Sheep in the Barn to accumulate 
WOOL: shearing a Sheep required paying a WOOL tax to the 
Wolves.

With WOOL, players minted the 3,809 Gen 1 Wolves and Sheep. 
Each of these Gen 1 animals had a 10% chance of being stolen by 
one of the Wolves.

Risky Game

Upon leaving the Barn, the Sheep were approached 
by the Wolves with an offer to play a game for 
WOOL.

Those who chose the Yes Risk option had a 50% 
chance of winning a large WOOL Pouch; those who 
chose the No Risk option had a 100% chance of 
winning a small WOOL Pouch.

Alpha Game

Originally called “Interim Game”, the 14 Alpha Wolves in the 
game lead Packs of staked Wolves and Sheep in the quest 
for WOOL: the Alphas each set out to Attack opposing 
Packs, while Fortifying their own.

The better their planning, strategy, and execution, the more 
WOOL they and their Pack will win along the way.

Wolf Game v2: “Full Game”

Version 2 of Wolf Game is currently in development. 
While lots of clues have been dropped, what we 
currently know is land and farmers will be 
introduced.

Dec 6th, 2021

Jan 18th, 2022

Q1/Q2 2022

2022 & Beyond

The Future

The Shepherd and team have already committed to 
have their WOOL unlock over the next 4 years. 
They’ve been playing chess since day 1, do you really 
think they don’t have a plan for 2026?
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NFTs (Token Types)
Wolf Game consists of 5 different NFTs (ERC-751 
tokens) related to gameplay, 3 of which have been 
revealed and 2 which are currently unrevealed. Relics are 
1/1 art from various phases of Wolf Game.

01    |    Wolves

02    |    Sheep

03    |    Wool Pouches (ERC-751 NFT token that emits ERC-20 tokens)

04    |    Land (unrevealed)

05    |    Farmers (unrevealed)

Revealed

Unrevealed

Land Farmers

Wolves Sheep Wool Pouches

06    |    Relics  (1/1 NFTs purchased via live auction, not part of the game)
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Analysis
What makes Wolf Game 
so special?



Key Innovations & Novel Code

1. Game played entirely on the blockchain (never-before-seen on-chain mechanics)
2. Ability for NFTs to steal other NFTs: Wolves had a 10% chance to “steal” Gen1 

animals minted with WOOL
3. NFTs can “tax” other NFTs: Wolves have been able to take a cut of sheep earnings 

in V1 and Risky Game, as well as earn a bigger % in Alpha Game
4. Ability to mint and stake your NFTs in a single transaction
5. Gamified staking: stake WOOL, Sheep or Wolves to earn higher rewards
6. Wool Pouches: an NFT (ERC-751 token) that emits ERC-20 tokens (WOOL)

a. Technically impressive + a smart economic method to deliver promised rewards 
to the community without flooding the market with too many WOOL tokens

7. Deflationary mechanics to continually decrease the WOOL supply through gameplay
8. Strategic decisions that push the limits of game theory
9. Live auctions to bid and purchase 1/1 Relic NFTs, hosted by community member 

Farmer Ron and The Auctioneer (an auctioneer IRL).
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Active Community of Builders & Creators

The Wolf Game community has already built & released a 
number of impressive tools to help each other and 
support the game.

01    |    Wolfgame.live [ https://wolfgame.live/ ] - Market snapshot of all WG asset types  in a single screen 

02    |    Wolfgame Tools [ https://www.wolfgame.tools/ ] - Suite of Wolf Game analytics tools

03    |    Wolf Game Community Website [ https://wolfgame.community/ ] - WG info & resources for the Community, by the Community

04    |    Wolf Game "Farmer's Almanac" [ Google Doc ] - WG Knowledge + FAQ

05    |    Wool Game PFP Creator [ https://wolfgame.xyz/ ] -  Wolf Game PFF generator

* Screenshot from wolfgame.tools 

06    |    WG Market (beta) [ https://wg.market/ ] - Buy/sell WG assets using WOOL

06    |    Wolf Game Community Website [ Coming soon… ] - WG Community Resources
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https://wolfgame.live/
https://www.wolfgame.tools/
https://wolfgame.community/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A-VxZpbqleNECPvB7jWY5CDgNuehI5WE6s2-67Zv908/
https://wolfgame.xyz/
https://wg.market/


Latest Alpha & Asset 
Allocation Strategy

Brydisanto, the WOOLfstradamus himself and House Panther’s very 
own analytics guru, compiled a mega thread based on tips, data, 
context, & speculation based on what we know today (March 2nd, 
2022).

Read the thread on Twitter here: 
https://twitter.com/brydisanto/status/1496572887666413579 

Brydisanto
“WOOLfstradamus”
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Relic Auction #1
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Relic Auction #2
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Thank you.
Created by: iSpartan

Supporting House Panther (Pack #12890)

iSpartan
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